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CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The book “Physics of liquid crystal’’ written by De Gennes [1] describes that the liquid 

crystals (LCs) are beautiful and mysterious. The word and name liquid crystals means a 

condition of matter that has auxiliary request middle between that of a crystalline strong 

and the isotropic fluid. These materials (LCs) possess the dual characteristics of liquid and 

solid i.e., the flow properties of an isotropic liquid and anisotropy of a crystal. Austrian 

botanist, Friedrich Reinitzer [2] first discovered the LC material in 1888. Later, Lehmann 

identified [3] the liquid crystalline phases in cholesterol compounds and named them as 

intermediate (or) mesophases. The observations are that the substance melted to a cloudy 

liquid at 145.5 oC and became a clear liquid at 178.5 oC. Blue color could be seen where 

the transition temperature appeared and somewhat blue violet appeared before going to 

crystallization. The study of LCs has gained momentum in the last four decades, following 

the discovery of many technological applications. During the last two and half decades the 

statistical mechanics has helped in understanding first order and second order phase 

transitions across various mesomorphic phases in LC compounds. Extensive investigations 

have been done on various LCs in the course of the most recent three decades to achieve a 

significant progress in the area of phase transitions and other physical properties. LC 

research has witnessed rapid growth in the last two decades following the discovery of 

many technological applications. Further, LC molecular structural arrangement, which is 

ubiquitous in biologically active systems, including the human anatomy, makes the 

biological research as one of the major thrust areas. LCs finds their applications in 

presentation applications, from little watch displays to vast level screen televisions and PC 

boards. There are numerous different applications in association with data stockpiling and 

taking care of, particularly when optical arrangements are looked for and in 
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communications. LCs is a conceivable component to consolidate with other for the 

formation of nano scale gadgets. LCs is a material which moderates between disorder and 

order and in the middle of high and low symmetry, ceaselessly self-gathering and 

modifying, receiving to outside fields and limit conditions. One can't draw a sharp line in 

the middle of tiny and perceptible frameworks. The sub-atomic request at the limits will 

influence the entire volume of the fluid precious stone, and may be straightforwardly seen 

by our human eyes. The structures framed by the LCs, don't generally for the most part 

relate to our regular experience. 

1.1. Chemical constitution of liquid crystals 

The general conditions for a compound to show a liquid crystalline phase that the 

molecules of the compound must possess a fairly linear rigid core structure and have 

terminal constituents associated with it. Generally the molecules have usually more width 

than thickness, and so they are conveniently described as lath-like shape. Further, in the 

mesophases where the rotational freedom is possible about the long molecular axis, e.g., in 

nematic phase and smectic phase containing high temperature, the volume swept out by 

the molecule will be more or less cylindrical. In addition to this, they possess a certain 

degree of rigidity. Liquid crystalline nature is imparted according to the positional 

placement of certain atoms in a particular chemical constitution. For example, the 

following compounds 

1. CH3-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-O-CH=CN 

2. CH3-CH2-O-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH=CN 

Possess the same molecular formula with identical chain lengths and rod like shapes, but 

they vary just in the area of oxygen atom. The compound 1 exhibits liquid crystalline 

nature in the temperature range 53 oC – 65 oC, while the compound 2 does not exhibit LC 

nature. The general structure for a molecule to exhibit the liquid crystalline nature is 
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X -------- Y -------- Z 

Where X, Z are the flexible terminal groups, while Y stands for central rigid core. X and Z 

may be same or different and represent groups like –OR (R-alkyl), R, CN, NO2, Cl etc. Y 

represents a linkage of the type –A=B- is –C=C-, -N=N-, -CH=N-, and =CH-CH= etc., 

between two benzene or hexane rings. Several bridging groups and terminal groups are 

listed in tables 1.1 and 1.2. 
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Table 1.1. Bridging groups in mesogens. 
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Table1.2: Terminal groups in mesogens (R= n-alkyl R’= branched or unsaturated alkyl). 

Standard units: 

  -OR                                         -R                                          -COOR 

  -OOCR                                  -OOCOR                                -CN 

Common Units: 

  -Cl                                          -NO2                                           -COR 

 -CH=CH-COOR 

Rare units: 

    -H                   -F                    -Br                       -I               -N=O 

    -N=C=O                                -N=C=S               -N3                 -R’ 

   -OH                                        -OR                                        -OCOR’ 

   -COR’                                    -COOR’                                 -CX=CY-COOR 

   -NH2                                                            -NHR                                      -NR2 

   -NHCHO                                -NHCOR                                   

   -SR                                         -COSR                                   -OCOSR  

   -HgCl                                     -HgOCOCH3                                 -OCF3 

   -RSi                                        -O(CH2)nOR                          -CH2CH2OH 

 

Generally, the liquid crystalline property is exhibited by monomers, dimers and polymers. 

All these compounds exhibit the same type of mesophases. The following section gives the 

broad classification of this thermo tropic LCs. 

1.2. Classification of liquid crystals 

LCs can be broadly classified into three main classes. 

1. Thermo tropic liquid crystals 

2. Lyotropic liquid crystals 
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3. Polymer based liquid crystals 

When a compound existing either in its pure or in a mixture form is subjected to thermal 

changes, it exhibits different LC phases with the variation of temperature. On account of 

lyotropic LCs which are the self-organized phases. These are formed when amphillic 

particles, for example soaps are dissolved in an appropriate solvent (typically water). They 

are biologically important and having a key significance in the living systems. The liquid 

crystalline phases obtained depend on the solvent concentration as well as the temperature. 

The compounds which are having a capacity to form both thermotropic and lyotropic 

states are termed [4] as “amphotropic”. The thermotropic LCs in which transitions take 

place reversibly on heating and cooling are called [5] “enantiotropic”. In certain cases the 

LC state is obtained only on cooling and these phases are called [5] “monotropic”. The 

thermotropic LCs are further divided into four sorts. They are 

1. Nematics [6] and spontaneously twisted nematics (cholesterics) 

2. Smectics [6] 

3. Discotics [7a, b] 

4. Bowlic [8]. 

A blue phase occurs [5] in a restricted temperature range. The smectics are further divided 

from smectic-A to smectic-K [9-11]. The alphabetical symbols A to K are developed 

chronologically. Further, the re-entrant phenomena of nematic [12] and smectic-A [13] 

phases are discovered. Solutions of polymers also exhibit LC order i.e., polymeric phases 

[14]. If a compound exhibits more than one mesophase, then it is termed as poly 

mesomorphic. The number of phases exhibited by a compound is the characteristic 

property of the material and the combination of phases is called as variant [15]. The 

classification of liquid crystals is given below. 
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1.3. Thermo tropic liquid crystals: Structural and textural properties 

1.3.1. Nematic: 

When isotropic liquid is cooled, the first phase that forms is called nematic which is also 

called as high temperature phase. It is the simplest and well understood LC phase which 

possesses only molecular orientation ordering, and the molecular centres of gravities are 

disordered as in the case of a fluid. The molecules are statistically oriented about an 

average direction (the director). The direction of the director is arbitrary in space. 

Molecular ordering is long range and molecules have a tendency to adjust parallel to each 
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other. In thermal equilibrium the nematic phase has symmetry ∞/mm and is uniaxial. 

Further, if the nematic has an additional short-range smectic like (lath like arrangement of 

molecules in layers) ordering, then it is called cybotactic nematic. The short-range smectic 

like layers are one of the orthogonal and tilted when compare with layer planes and if it is 

orthogonal arrangement the nematic is called cybotactic nematic (NnC) and if the 

molecules are tilted is called skewed cybotactic (NsC) phase. The schematic representation 

of nematic order is shown below. The other difference observed between these two 

cybotactic forms is that, in the case of NnC smectic like order persist [16] over a limited 

thermal range only above the SmA-nematic point, whereas for NsC phase, it can persist 

over the nematic phase entire range [17]. Biaxial nematics are also reported [18]. 

Chandrasekhar reported [19] biaxial paramagnetic nematic liquid crystals in copper 

complexes. The nematic phase under crossed polars, with homogeneous alignment 

exhibits schlieren, threaded marble and pseudo isotropic textures [20], while with 

homeotropic-alignment under conoscopy shows a uniaxial cross. The molecular 

arrangement in nematic phase is shown below. 

 

 

1.3.2. Cholesteric or spontaneously twisted nematic: 

The nematic phase exhibited by an optically active compound is called a spontaneously 

twisted nematic. This phase is analysed with a continuous twist of direction of the director 

forming a helix, which traverses along the optical axis. As the first report of this type of 
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crystals is from the derivatives of the cholesterol, these are called cholesteric liquid 

crystals. These are uniaxial crystals and exhibit focal conic with grand jean, homogeneous 

and isotropic textures under crossed polar. The schematic representation of cholesteric 

molecular order is shown below. 

 

 

 

1.3.3. Smectics: 

The smectic polymorphism is more subtle [20-25] than the nematic polymorphism. No 

single compound is found to exhibit all the smectic phases (smectic-A to smectic-K) so 

far. Further the reported J and K phases are reappraised [26]. The degree of order and 

structural arrangement of molecules defines the smectic phases thermo tropically in the 

following order SA, SD, SC, SB (hexatic), SI, SF, SB (crystal), SJ, SG, SE, SK with decreasing 

temperature. 

Smectic-A (SmA) 

In SmA the rod like molecules are parallel and arranged [25] with their ends in line to 

form layers, wherein the molecular long axis tends to be orthogonal to the layer planes. It 

is customarily portrayed as the strong toward executive and a liquid typical to the director. 

These are stacked two dimensional liquids. The SmA stage can be explained by the density 
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wave having one dimensional in a 3-Dimensional liquid, along with the denser wave of the 

nematic director. Even though rotational motion of the molecules is fairly free, the long 

range regular packing of centre of gravity of molecules in the planes of smectic layers is 

absent i.e., the layers are fluid like in nature and the molecules can diffuse from one layer 

to another. The characteristic textures of SmA phase are batonnets, focal conic fans and 

polygonal in homogeneous arrangement. It also exhibits the pseudo isotropic homeotropic 

textures. The schematic representation of molecular arrangement is shown below. 

 

Intra - SmA polymorphism: 

Among the variables, which impact the arrangement of SmA layers, the observable are the 

poles containing and steric asymmetry of LC molecules. The polar mesogens might be 

connected with the nearness of changeless dipole moment at one of the particles through 

the gatherings –CN,-NO2,-Cl, -OCF3 and soon, and in addition with contrasts in the 

number and kind of cyclic sections or the end group of molecules. The steric asymmetry is 

dictated by the spatial arrangement of the parts of the atomic inflexible centers and the 

adaptable end bunches. The blend of polar and steric dipoles and multipoles in the 

mesogenic particle prompts an extraordinary assortment of SmA phase modifications. For 

non-polar materials, the head and tail of an atom are unclear for which the layer dividing 

(d) meets the sub-atomic length (l) and the alteration is a monolayer structure termed as 

A1. For polar materials, several SmA phases can exist and the liquid crystalline materials 
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exhibiting [27] these phases are known as “polar or frustrated SmA liquid crystals”. The 

most widely recognized samples are the monolayer SmA (A1) with d = l, the fractional 

bilayer [28] SmA (Promotion) for which l < d < 2l, and the bilayer [29] SmA (A2) with d 

= 2l.  In the biaxial fluid [30] antiphase SmA and the fluid crenelated [31] SmA (ACren), 

the molecules will have in plane (XY) modulated structures. Presently there are a large 

number of compounds known to exhibit [31] more than ten frustrated SmA phases, each 

with unique structural and optical properties differentiated by relative amplitudes of first 

and second Fourier components of SmA density wave. 

Smectic-B (SmB) 

There are two types of SmB phases. 1. Crystal SmB and 2. Hexatic SmB. In crystal SmB 

phase, the molecules are orthogonal to the layer planes and the spacing between the layers 

is exactly with the length of the molecules. The particles in the layers are relatively more 

ordered than those in SmA phase. The molecular centres form a hexagonal net and whose 

parameters are comparatively smaller than the constituent molecules, while their rotation 

is regarded as hardly free, though possibly cooperative. There are three types of molecular 

staking [32-34] and they are AAA---- (monolayer), ABA----- (bilayer) and ABCA---- 

(trilayer). In crystal SmB, the molecules have 3D crystalline order within the plane 

correlation for an order of thousand layers. The SmB phase exhibits (obtained on cooling 

from SmA) paramorphotic focal conic fan texture, while the characteristic texture of SmB 

is mosaic. The SmA to crystal SmB transition occurs with the appearance [25] of transient 

transition bars across the fans, while paramorphosis takes place in a focal conic fan 

texture. At the SmA to hexatic SmB transformation no transient transition bars are 

generally observed. Instead, there is a small change in the textural color. SmA Phase 

obtained through hexatic SmB phase brings about a greater change. Furthermore, the focal 

conic sections are curved in hexatic SmB phase, rather than the observed angled focal 
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conic section in crystal SmB phase. The molecular arrangement of this phase is given 

below. 

 

Smectic-C (SmC) 

SmC is move into a sloping position analogue of the SmA phase i.e., the smectic layers are 

liquid like, with the particles tilted as for the layer ordinary. The molecules in the layers 

are allowed to slide one over the other i.e., no long range correlation possible except for 

the tilt direction. The molecules rotate about their long axes (with no associated 

processional rotation) and thus the phase is biaxial. The tilt angle varies from compound to 

compound and is found to be temperature dependent [35] in some compounds, while is 

independent [36] in others. The tilt angle exhibited by a compound is of three types [37] 

viz., one associated with the central rigid core and the other two are associated with the 

flexible end chains. Tilted antiphase [38] (SC1) and bilayer SmC [39] (SC2) are also 

reported. The SmC phase exhibits on colling broken focal conic fan texture, while the 

particular texture of SmC phase is schlieren that is obtained on cooling the homeotropic or 

pseudo-isotropic texture of SmA phase. SmC phase exhibits biaxial isogyres under 

canoscopic observation. The schematic representation of molecular arrangement is shown 

below. 
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Smectic-D (SmD) 

Only few compounds [40-43] are known to exhibit this phase and the common variants 

observed are Isotropic - SmD - SmC or Isotropic - SmA - SmD - SmC. Diele proposed 

[41] a structural model for this phase with a cubic close packing spherical unit and each 

unit consisting of several molecules. No characteristic texture could be obtained because 

this is found to be optically isotropic. However, in the compound 4-hexadecyloxy 3-

nitrobiphenyl-4-carboxylic acid, SmD phase (between SmA and SmC phases) exhibits 

[41], a mosaic texture initially which later transforms into a pseudo isotropic texture at 

lower temperature. 

Smectic-E (SmE) 

The SmE phase possesses [41-44] high degree of molecular ordering in smectic layers 

with a distinctly non-hexagonal lattice. The orthogonal arrangement of molecules with 

respect to the layers forms a three dimensional lattice. This phase possesses a high level of 

molecular orientation with non-hexagonal packing exits in layer planes. Both uniaxial [41] 

and biaxial [45] SmE phases are reported. The SmE phase possesses an orthorhombic unit 

cell in layers with chevron like arrangement of molecular cross sectional areas. The SmE 

phase exhibits mosaic and paramorphotic fan textures with concentric arcs across fans and 

the platelet textures. The molecular arrangement of this phase is given below. 
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Smectic-F (SmF) 

It is a tilted analogue of hexatic SmB phase. The particles are tilted regarding layer planes. 

The direction of tilt is towards the side of the hexagon. The molecular packing is pseudo 

hexagonal. The phase having long range request of tilt course and has a semi two 

dimensional structure with poor connection with layers. The layers are free to slide one 

over the other, but not to rotate relative to one another i.e., the phase has extensive three 

dimensional bond orientational ordering. This relatively fluid like phase is regarded as a 

C-focused monoclinic cell having a standard hexagonal pressing of particles in the layers 

having a long range 3-D order of cross section headings with no long range positional 

request. This phase exhibits [46-48] striped or chequered fan, schlieren mosaic or broken 

focal conic fan textures. The tilt in SmF phase is same as in SmC phase, if it is formed 

from SmC phase as inferred from a continuous change of layer thickness across SmC-SmF 

transition. This phase exhibits biaxial isogyres under canoscopic observations. 
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Smectic-G (SmG) 

This is tilted similar to SmB phase. The molecules possess not genuine hexagonal close 

packing in layers with tilt towards the side of the hexagon. The layers are well correlated 

[25] giving 3-D structure. A considerable dynamic disorder of molecules is known to exist 

in SmG phase. The inter layer correlations are well established with AAA-----, a 

monolayer stacking. The molecules have cooperative oscillatory movement about their 

long axes, and the local structure is herringbone or chevron packing. Thus SmG phase 

exhibits paramorphotic focal conic fan or characteristic mosaic textures different from 

SmB mosaic. 

 

Smectic-H (SmH) 

This phase is tilted analogue of the SmE phase. Sakagami [26] have first differentiated 

[49] SmG and SmH phases in the well-studied liquid crystal terephthalylidene bis-p-n- 

butylaniline (TB4A) and its higher homologues which are rich with SmG and SmH 

phases. The structure of this phase is equivalent to SmE. The molecules adopt 

orthorhombic close packing in plane at right angles to the long molecular axis. Because of 

tilt pseudo hexagonal net become more disordered and the phase has a monoclinic 

structure. The characteristic texture [50] of SmH phase is mosaic which differs from SmG 

mosaic in area. It also exhibits paramorphotic focal conic fan texture. 
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Smectic-I (SmI) 

 It has similar structure as SmF phase, but the difference being the tilt direction [25] of 

pseudo hexagonal molecular packing, i.e. towards edge in SmF and towards the summit of 

the hexagon in SmI phase. The difference is that the in-plane correlation lengthwise is 

greater in SmI than in SmF phase. The SmI phase shows broken fan, mosaic and Schlieren 

textures. 

 

Smectic-J (SmJ) 

It is tilted analogue of crystal SmB. It differs in the direction of tilt from SmG phase. It is 

disordered crystal phase. It has a monoclinic cell. The molecules are tilted towards the 

summit of the hexagon. 
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Smectic-K (SmK) 

This is a tilted analogue of SmE. The tilt direction is different from that of SmH phase. It 

is a disordered crystal phase. The in-plane correlation, layer correlation, bond orientational 

orders is of long range. 

 

 

Smectic-M (SmM) 

Heppke reported [51] the existence of new smectic phase, for that they have proposed the 

short form SmM. This phase has group of short range positional order containing tilted 

smectic phases. The structure could not yet be resolved in detail, as the endeavors to get all 

around arranged specimens have fizzled in this way. Probably the SmM stage fits in with 

gathering of hexatic stages showing long range bond orientation.  

Smectic-O (SmO) 

The existence [52] of SmO phase (designated as SmO for non-chiral molecules and SmCA 

for chiral molecules) was established by Levelut [52] in chiral as well as racemic 1-methyl 

heptyl-terephthalylidene-bis(amino-cinnamate) (MHTAC). X-ray results demonstrated 

that this phase has a tilted smectic structure having no positional order within the layers. 

Galerne and Liebert showed [53] that in the SmO period of non-chiral MHTAC, the tilt 

course interchanges starting with one layer then onto the next, in this way a herringbone 

structure is shaped. At the point when the SmO stage comprises of chiral particles every 
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individual layer is identical to a flimsy ferroelectric SC film. Because of herringbone 

structure, the in plane polarization interchanges from layer to layer and an anti-

ferroelectric stage is formed [54]. Conoscopic examinations demonstrate that the optical 

axis is parallel to the layer ordinary for the zero field state and tilted for the two different 

states induced [55] by electric field. The synthesis [56] of new materials exhibiting this 

phase in various experiments [57] on these phases is in progress. 

Smectic-Q (SmQ) 

Levelut discovered [52] another sort of fluid crystalline stage which happens in chiral yet 

not in racemic 1-methylheptyl-terephthalylidene-bis(amino-cinnamate) (MHTAC), which 

is also the source of the first SmO phase. X-ray examinations revealed that this phase, 

which was signified as SmQ, has three dimensional tetragonal lattice superimposed upon a 

short range fluid order of the focuses of mass. The acquired lattice constants for the SmQ 

phase of MHTAC (a = b = 75.45 and c = 68.4) infer that the unit cell comprise of around 

350 atoms. Be that as it may, the arrangement of molecules inside the unit cell couldn't be 

resolved as such. Recently other compounds exhibiting [58] these phases are reported. 

Smectic-X (SmX) 

Brand and Cladis reported [59] a first truly ferroelectric liquid crystalline phase in the 

compound 8SI* and named it as SmX, which had shown a net spontaneous polarization. 

The SmX phase can be differentiated from SmC*, SmI*, and SmJ* phases by its different 

electro-optic behaviour. In the compound 8SI*, SmX possesses a net permanent 

polarization and can be exchanged bistably in an electric field. Not at all like SmC*, SmI*, 

and SmJ*, be that as it may, the introduction of the director does not change in the SmX 

phase when the field is twisted off. The smectic phases with tilted structure got from 

optically dynamic compounds exhibit [60, 61] ferroelectric properties. A large portion of 

these ferroelectric structures are separated from the achiral analog by a helical arrangement 
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of action of the molecules.The ferroelectric smectic phases like B*, C*, E*, I*, F*, J*, 

G*, K*, H* are the chiral counterparts of SmB, SmC, SmE, SmI, SmE, SmJ, SmG, SmK, 

SmH phases respectively. Several new types [62] of ferroelectric liquid crystals other than 

the above phases exist, for example a new phase with similar properties to those of SmC* 

phase has been detected in some chiral derivatives of pyrimidine in between the 

temperature district of SmC* and SmG* phases. The structural characteristics of smectic 

phases of classic liquid crystalline compounds are given in table 1.3. 
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Table 1.3: The structural characteristics of smectic phases of classic liquid crystalline 
compounds. 

Phase Phase 

type 

Molecular 

Packing 

Molecular 

orientation 

In-plane 

Correlation Layer 

correlation 

Bond-

orienta- 

tional order 

Dimensionality 

A fluid Random orthogonal Short-range None Short-range ----------------- 

B 

(hexatic) hexatic Hexagonal orthogonal Short-range None 

Long- range 

3D hexatic 

crystal B crystal Hexagonal orthogonal long-range long-range long-range 3 D 

C fluid Random tilted Short-range None Long-range ----------------- 

D Plastic Rods ----------- long-range ------------- ------------- Isotropic 

E crystal Orthorhombic orthogonal long-range long-range long-range 3 D 

F hexatic 
Pseudo 

hexagonal Tilt to side Short-range None long-range 3D hexatic 

G crystal 
Pseudo 

hexagonal Tilt to side long-range long-range long-range 3 D 

H crystal 
Herringbone 
gMonoclinic Tilted* long-range long-range long-range 3 D 

I 

 
Pseudo 

hexagonal Tilt to apex 
Possibly 

long range None long-range 

Stacked 2D cry- 

stal & 3D 
hexatic 

J(G
’
) crystal 

Pseudo 
hexagonal Tilt to apex long-range long-range long-range 3 D 

K(H
’
) crystal 

Herringbone 

Monoclinic Tilted* long-range long-range long-range 3 D 

M hexatic Random tilted  
Short-

range unknown  

 

1.3.4. Discotics 

Chandrasekhar [5] first reported the thermotropic discotic mesomorphism in pure 

compounds consisting of simple disc like or plate-like molecules in certain benzene 

hexanalkanoates. The discs are stacked one on the highest point of the other in framing 

columns that constitute a hexagonal plan; however the separating between the plates in 
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every segment is irregular. In this way the structure has translational periodicity in two 

measurements yet fluid like disorder in the third. They designated this new state of matter 

as “disc like mesophase”. 

 

1.3.5. Bowlics 

Bowlic liquid crystals contain molecules having 3-D structure in a physical sense, and it 

shows mesophases as the one-dimensional rod like and two dimensional plate like bowlic 

compounds. Lin first proposed [63] mesophases of bowl like molecules. The compounds 

containing pyramidal-shaped [64] and cone shaped [65] are later reported. X-ray 

diffraction studies [66] performed to research the structure of these phases indicated either 

traditional columnar and a hexagonal in a two dimensional array with an ordered less array 

in the third dimension. 

 

 

 

 


